D
espite advances in breast imaging, mammography will remain the cornerstone of breast cancer screening programs for the foreseeable future. American women receive 40 million mammograms annually, 1 and one third of these are received by older women enrolled in Medicare. 2, 3 In addition, more than half of incident breast cancer diagnoses occur among women older than 65 years. 4 Therefore the improvement of mammography services remains a public health priority both for the general population and the Medicare program.
Comparative effectiveness research and mammography quality measurement may be facilitated by data infrastructures that enable efficient comparisons within real populations, such as Medicare claims or the linked Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER)-Medicare data. However, uncertainty regarding the ability to distinguish screening from diagnostic mammograms has limited the utility of these data for clinical mammography research. Accurate distinction between screening and diagnostic mammography is crucial for research because the interpretive accuracy of mammography and subsequent cancer incidence varies markedly based on examination purpose. 5, 6 Distinction is also fundamental to claims-based assessment of screening utilization. 7 One source of difficulty was the slow adoption of procedure codes for screening mammography after the extension of Medicare coverage to screening mammography in 1991. Early studies suggested that many claims for women undergoing screening mammography had procedure codes for either diagnostic or unilateral examinations. 8, 9 Investigators subsequently proposed algorithms that incorporated information on prior diagnoses or procedures to assist in identifying screening examinations even when coded as diagnostic. 7 Among 2593 mammograms received by women who eventually were diagnosed with breast cancer from 1991 to 1999, Smith-Bindman et al 10 found that an algorithm based upon 4 claims-derived variables identified screening mammograms with 87% sensitivity and 89% specificity compared with a reference standard derived from mammography data from 2 Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium (BCSC) registries. However, all women in the sample eventually developed breast cancer; it is uncertain whether similar performance would be observed in a general screening population in which the large majority of women do not develop breast cancer. 11 The algorithm also requires claims linked to cancer registry data, enabling identification of women with prevalent breast cancers for whom mammography is performed for diagnostic purposes. However, analysts may wish to identify screening mammography claims that are not linked with cancer registries (eg, Medicare claims from non-SEER regions).
Capitalizing on a recently developed data infrastructure-the linked BCSC-Medicare data-we evaluated whether claims-based algorithms could accurately distinguish screening from diagnostic mammograms in a general Medicare screening population, including populations with and without linkage to cancer registries. We hypothesized that claims-derived algorithms could distinguish screening from diagnostic mammograms with high positive predictive value (PPV) both with and without cancer registry linkage.
METHODS

Data
We used data from Medicare claims files (the Carrier Claims, Outpatient, and Inpatient files) and the Medicare denominator file, which provides demographic, enrollment, and vital status data. Although Medicare mammography claims nearly always appear in the Carrier file, we assessed both the Carrier and Outpatient files to capture the minority of claims present only in the Outpatient file (B3%). 10 We used Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) procedure codes to identify bilateral mammograms and breast imaging and procedures in the year before mammography. Medicare claims also include International Classification of Diseases, 9th Edition, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) diagnosis codes, which we used to identify breast symptoms and comorbidities.
Medicare claims from 1998 to 2006 were linked with BCSC mammography data derived from regional mammography registries in 4 states (NC; San Francisco Bay Area, CA; NH; and VT) (http://breastscreening.cancer.gov/). BCSC facilities transmit prospectively collected patient and mammography data to regional registries, which link the data to breast cancer outcomes ascertained from cancer registries. The BCSC has established standard definitions for key variables and multiple levels of data quality control and monitoring. 12 BCSC sites have received institutional review board approval for active or passive consenting processes or a waiver of consent to enroll participants, link data, and perform analytic studies. All procedures are Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act compliant, and BCSC sites have received a Federal Certificate of Confidentiality to protect the identities of patients, physicians, and facilities. Among women aged 65 years and older and BCSC enrolled during the study period, over 87% were successfully matched to Medicare claims.
Subjects
We identified a matched sample of bilateral mammograms captured in both Medicare claims and the BCSC among women who were aged 66 years or older on mammography dates from January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2005. We identified bilateral mammograms based upon Medicare claims with HCPCS codes 76091, 76092, G0202-G0205 (encompassing film screen and digital screening and diagnostic mammograms) and considered mammograms to have matching BCSC records if claims and BCSC records had the same date of service. When Medicare mammogram claims were present in both the Carrier and Outpatient files, we collapsed the claims to represent a single mammogram, maintaining codes for diagnostic mammograms if present in 1 but not both files.
From this matched sample, we then selected mammograms for women with continuous enrollment in fee-forservice Medicare (parts A and B) for 12 months before and after mammography, enabling longitudinal assessment of outpatient claims for clinical events that might suggest a diagnostic purpose for mammograms. We excluded mammograms when BCSC data on examination purpose was either missing or unknown. We randomly divided the matched sample into 2 half-samples, one for training and one for validation in classification and regression tree (CART) analyses.
Because researchers using isolated Medicare claims would not have access to cancer registry data, we included in the overall sample mammograms for women with prevalent breast cancer based upon BCSC data, which are derived from cancer registries. We used this sample to develop classification algorithms for use when women with breast cancer cannot be easily excluded from the sample. However, to address the needs of researchers with linked cancer registry data (eg, SEER-Medicare data), we performed all analyses after excluding mammograms for women with any prior breast cancer diagnosis as identified using BCSC data. 13 We excluded women with prior breast cancers because mammography may often serve a mixed purpose in these women, including screening, surveillance, and diagnosis.
Reference Standard
We developed a reference standard classification of mammograms as either "screening" or "diagnostic/other" based on 2 steps. First, we used the standard BCSC definition of "screening" mammograms as bilateral mammograms performed on asymptomatic women that are designated as "routine screening" by the interpreting radiologist. 12 The BCSC further specifies that screening mammograms must be performed at least 9 months after the most recent prior mammogram based on either patient self-report, radiologist report, or BCSC mammography data. Thus, we classified mammograms for women with a prior history of breast cancer or who report breast symptoms or signs at the time of examination as "diagnostic/other." Similarly, we classified mammograms performed within 9 months of a prior mammogram as "diagnostic/other."
In the second step, we reclassified mammograms as "diagnostic/other" if there were Medicare claims for mammography within 9 months even if BCSC data indicated no mammography in the prior 9 months. We included the latter step because BCSC data on prior mammography may be either incomplete (eg, due to in-migration of women to BCSC registries) or susceptible to error (eg, patient recall bias).
Claims-based Algorithms for Defining Screening and Diagnostic Mammograms
We first categorized mammograms as screening and diagnostic based on a 4-step algorithm (updated to include contemporaneous coding) that sequentially considers the following claims data: (1) mammography claims within the prior 9 months; (2) whether the claim HCPCS code was for a "screening" rather than a "diagnostic" mammogram; (3) claims containing codes for breast symptoms or procedures within the prior 90 days; and (4) the incidence of breast cancer within 6 months of mammography. 10 We then conducted CART analyses in attempts to identify algorithms with superior performance. 14 CART is a nonparametric decision tree methodology that identifies sequential binary partitions in independent variables that optimally predict the dependent variable. In this case, the dependent variable was the reference standard definition of a mammogram as screening (vs. diagnostic/other). We included the following claims-derived variables as potential independent variables: age; a modification of the Charlson comorbidity index 15 ; mammogram code signifying screening purpose (76092, G0202, any GG modifier, G0203/05 in 2001); mammogram code signifying diagnostic purpose (76090, 76091, G0204, G0206); days from any prior Medicare mammogram; days from any prior breast ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging or other breast imaging; days from any prior breast biopsy or breast-directed surgery; days from any prior claim with ICD-9-CM codes for breast signs or symptoms (611.7x); days from any prior encounter with ICD-9-CM codes for breast cancer (174x, 233.0, V103); and the total number of outpatient visits, visits with primary care physicians, and visits with obstetrician/gynecologists in the past 1 and 12 months. We defined physician visits based on Berenson-Eggers Type of Service codes and physician specialty based on Health Care Financing Administration specialty codes on claims. 16 Because we sought an algorithm that could be used in studies of claims events ensuing after mammography (eg, subsequent breast imaging), we only considered claims events preceding the mammogram date. Specific codes used in the CART analyses are available from the authors.
We performed CART on the training half-sample of the matched mammogram set. The CART algorithm selected splits in independent variables on the basis of the Gini index, and continued growing trees until no further splits improved the Gini index by > 0.00001. 14 To minimize overfitting, we pruned trees to optimal complexity based on cross-validation. The resultant trees were extremely complex, limiting their practicality. We therefore selected simpler trees that included the first 3 splits of the pruned tree.
Analyses of Classification Accuracy
Within validation subsamples, we created cross-tabulations to compare the classification of mammograms as screening versus diagnostic using claims-based algorithms versus the reference standard. We quantified accuracy using: sensitivity (the proportion of screening mammograms classified as screening); specificity (the proportion of diagnostic mammograms classified as diagnostic); PPV (the proportion of mammograms classified as screening also classified as screening by the reference standard); negative predictive value (the proportion of mammograms classified as diagnostic also classified as diagnostic by the reference standard); and Cohen k. To understand potential underlying causes of misclassification, we performed descriptive analyses to identify Medicare claims characteristics that led to disagreement in claims-based and reference standard classifications. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals around all point estimates were negligibly small, therefore we report only point estimates. Study estimates and confidence intervals were similar when derived by using bootstrapped mammogram samples from the validation cohort. We performed statistical analyses using R, version 2.12.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). The study was approved by the Group Health Research Institute Institutional Review Board.
RESULTS
Mammogram Samples
We identified a sample of 383,730 mammograms with matched Medicare claims and BCSC records. The mammograms were obtained from 146,346 women who received an average of 2.62 mammograms during the study period (range, 1-9). On the date of mammography, women had a mean age of 73.9 years (SD, 5.8). The women were ethnically diverse, and mammograms in the training and validation samples had similar characteristics (Table 1) . Of all mammograms, nearly 8.5% were performed on women with a prior breast cancer diagnosis based on BCSC data. The reference standard classified 328,069 mammograms (85.5%) as "screening," and the remaining 55,661 (14.5%) mammograms as "diagnostic/other."
Performance of Claims-based Algorithm
We first examined the performance of the adapted 4-step sequential algorithm. 10 Originally developed using a test set with cancer registry linkage, the algorithm had very high sensitivity (99.9%) but low specificity (34.1%) and moderate PPV (89.9%) within the claims sample that included prevalent breast cancers (Table 2) . Within the testing sample with prevalent cancers excluded, the algorithm remained highly sensitive (99.7%) but still had low specificity (52.1%), a PPV of 96.7%, and moderate agreement beyond chance (Cohen k = 0.649).
Using CART analyses, we identified alternative claims-based algorithms with improved PPVs of a screening designation. Compared with the 4-step sequential algorithm, 10 a 3-step sequential algorithm had a higher specificity (69.4% vs. 34.1%), PPV (94.9% vs. 89.9%), and agreement beyond chance (Cohen k = 0.704 vs. 0.469) in Medicare claims alone (Table 3 ). The 3 sequential nodes are: (1) whether the mammography HCPCS code was for a "screening" rather than "diagnostic" examination; (2) whether the woman had received mammography in the prior 9 months (r270 d); and (3) any ICD-9-CM code for breast cancer in the prior year (Fig. 1) . The performance of this 3-step algorithm was similar to the performance of a 15-step cross-validation pruned CART algorithm that reclassified mammograms with a diagnostic HCPCS code as "screening" mammograms based on days since prior mammography, breast symptoms in the prior year, numbers of outpatient visits in the prior month and prior year, numbers of visits with primary care physicians and obstetrician/gynecologists in the prior month, days since prior breast imaging other than mammography, and patient age.
Within a test sample that excluded mammograms for women with prevalent cancer (based upon linked cancer registry data), CART identified a 3-step algorithm with slightly higher PPV of a screening designation than the adapted 4-step algorithm (97.4% vs. 96.7%) ( Table 3 ). The algorithm includes the following sequential nodes: (1) whether the woman had received mammography in the prior 9 months (r270 d); (2) whether the mammography HCPCS code was for a "screening" rather than "diagnostic" examination; and (3) whether the woman had any breast symptoms in the prior 349 days (Fig. 2) . Compared with the reference standard, the 3-step algorithm had high sensitivity (99.7%), moderate specificity (62.7%), and excellent agreement beyond chance (k = 0.739). Performance of this 3-step algorithm was comparable with the performance of an 18-step cross-validation-pruned algorithm that further classified mammograms with ICD-9-CM codes for breast symptoms in the prior 349 days using 11 additional retrospective variables (outpatient visits in the prior month and prior year; visits with primary care physicians, obstetrician/gynecologists, and total visits in the prior month and prior year; days since a prior breast biopsy, prior nonmammographic breast imaging, and a prior breast cancer diagnosis; the Charlson comorbidity index; and patient age).
Reasons for Mammogram Misclassification
Among mammograms without linkage to breast cancer data, 4806 screening mammograms were classified as diagnostic by the 3-step algorithm (Table 4) . In most cases, misclassification occurred because the mammogram had a diagnostic HCPCS code. In the remaining cases, mammograms were misclassified as diagnostic because of a breast cancer diagnosis code in claims in the prior year, although BCSC data indicated that women receiving these screening mammograms were breast cancer-free.
The 3-step algorithm misclassified 8542 diagnostic mammograms as screening, usually because there were no prior claims with diagnoses of breast cancer despite BCSC data indicating prior breast cancer (Table 4) . Additional reasons for misclassification of diagnostic mammograms were either patient self-report or a BCSC record of a prior mammogram within 9 months (despite absent prior mammography claims) and a nonscreening indication for the mammogram in BCSC data. In addition, all of these misclassified claims had a "screening" HCPCS code despite BCSC data suggesting a diagnostic purpose.
Among mammograms with cancer registry linkage, few (0.3% of total) were misclassified as diagnostic when *Developed with Medicare claims data without linkage to breast cancer registry data (and therefore including claims for women with prevalent breast cancers before mammography), the algorithm includes 3 steps: (1) whether the claim HCPCS code was for a "diagnostic" rather than a "screening" mammogram; (2) mammography claims within the prior 9 months; and (3) claims containing diagnostic codes for breast cancer within the year before mammography.
w Developed with Medicare claims data linked to breast cancer registry data (and therefore excluding claims for women with prevalent breast cancers before mammography), the algorithm includes 3 steps: (1) mammography claims within the prior 9 months; (2) whether the claim HCPCS code was for a "diagnostic" rather than a "screening" mammogram; and (3) claims containing diagnostic codes for breast symptoms or signs within the 349 days before mammography.
BCSC indicates Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium; HCPCS, Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value. 10 the algorithm includes 4 steps: (1) mammography claims within the prior 9 months; (2) whether the claim HCPCS code was for a "screening" rather than a "diagnostic" mammogram; (3) claims containing codes for breast symptoms or procedures within the prior 90 days; and (4) the incidence of breast cancer within 6 months of mammography. classified as screening by the reference standard, and this misclassification was always explained by the use of a diagnostic HCPCS code. Among 4329 diagnostic mammograms that were misclassified as screening, most had a nonscreening indication in the BCSC data, yet no claims evidence of prior breast symptoms or signs. The remaining diagnostic mammograms were misclassified as screening because of either self-report or BCSC records indicating prior mammography within 9 months, although there were no corresponding prior mammography claims.
DISCUSSION
In samples of bilateral mammograms with corresponding Medicare claims and mammography registry data, we evaluated the ability of algorithms based on claims data to classify mammograms as screening versus diagnostic. Using CART analyses, we identified 3-step, claims-based algorithms that identified screening mammograms with higher PPVs (and agreements beyond chance) than a 4-step algorithm that was previously validated among women who eventually were diagnosed with breast cancer. 10 In addition, we validated algorithms for use with Medicare claims both with and without linkage to breast cancer registry data. With improved PPV of a screening designation, the simpler, 3-step algorithms presented here seem better suited than the earlier algorithm for claimsbased studies of screening mammography.
The 3-step algorithms had high sensitivities for screening mammography ( > 97%). Small fractions of BCSC screening mammograms were misclassified as diagnostic by the algorithms, most commonly because screening mammograms had claims with codes for diagnostic mammography. Historically, lower Medicare fees for screening as compared with diagnostic mammography may have encouraged widespread use of diagnostic codes when mammograms were actually performed for screening. 8, 9 However, our analyses of claims from 1999 to 2005 suggest that many diagnostic mammograms, including mammograms for women with prior breast cancer, are often now coded as screening examinations.
In contrast to the high sensitivity of the claims algorithms, specificities were relatively low, implying that many diagnostic mammograms are misclassified as screening. The underlying reasons for misclassification of diagnostic mammograms differed based on whether the algorithms were designed for use in claims with versus without cancer registry linkage. For claims unlinked to cancer registries (ie, that include mammograms for women with prevalent breast cancer), the most common reason for misclassification of BCSC diagnostic mammograms as screening was a prior breast cancer diagnosis that was not identified based on review of claims diagnoses during the prior year. Consistent with prior research, 17 this finding suggests that prior claims are imperfectly sensitive for identifying prevalent breast cancers. A longer look-back for breast cancer diagnoses may have increased identification of prevalent breast cancers but at the cost of introducing differential misclassification. Because younger Medicare enrollees will usually have fewer years of prior claims than older enrollees, algorithms with longer or unlimited look-backs would likely misclassify more younger than older women as breast cancer-free (leading to lower algorithm specificity and PPV among younger women).
For claims that are linked with breast cancer registry data, the most common reason for misclassification of BCSC diagnostic mammograms as screening was the absence of claims evidence of prior breast symptoms or signs despite BCSC data indicating that the mammogram was performed In node: 6,583 n (%) correct: 3,932 (59.7%) FIGURE 2. Allocation of mammograms by screening versus diagnostic purpose using the 3-step algorithm for mammography claims with linkage to cancer registry data. *Breast cancer diagnosis codes can appear on claims of women without breast cancer (eg, during evaluation to "rule-out" breast cancer). to evaluate breast symptoms or signs or other diagnostic evaluation. Breast symptoms are common among women in the community, 18 and many women may report relatively mild breast symptoms at the time of screening mammography that were not previously brought to medical attention. Mammography facilities may perform diagnostic examinations for these symptomatic women yet submit claims for routine screening mammography, billing Medicare for diagnostic mammography only when the examination was scheduled specifically for diagnostic purposes.
With high sensitivities and PPVs, the pragmatic, 3-step algorithms can be useful tools for researchers seeking to identify samples of screening mammogram claims within the Medicare population. However, with a PPV of > 97%, up to 3% of mammograms identified with the algorithms may have been performed for diagnostic purposes, and investigators must consider the potentially confounding impact of these mammograms on study outcomes, particularly because breast cancer incidence rates are much greater after diagnostic than screening mammography. 5 More complex, crossvalidation pruned CARTs had slightly higher PPVs, but the gains would not seem to justify the implementation efforts for most applications.
Study strengths include the inclusion of large mammography claim samples from geographically diverse setting that were linked with high-quality external mammography data, yielding well-powered, rigorous validation analyses. We also developed algorithms for use both with and without claims data linkage to cancer registries. Because cancer registries such as SEER encompass only 25% of the US population, 19 the alternative algorithms may enable mammogram sampling for research or quality improvement across the entire Medicare program regardless of claims linkage to cancer registry data.
The BCSC classification of mammograms as screening versus diagnostic may be an imperfect reference standard. Indeed, because prior mammography within 9 months is integral to BCSC definitions of "screening" and "diagnostic" mammography, it is predictable that this variable was identified as an important classification node in CART analyses. We also modified the BCSC reference standard based on the presence of a mammogram claim within the prior 9 months, although BCSC records and patient self-report did not indicate prior mammography within 9 months. In these instances, patients may have received mammography outside of BCSC facilities and erroneously reported the time since prior mammography. Our results also derive from mammography claims of fee-for-service Medicare enrollees within 4 US regional mammography registries. Algorithms may not generalize to non-Medicare claims or to Medicare enrollees outside these regions. In addition, because study algorithms exclude women with prior breast cancers, they are not suitable for assessing mammography purpose among breast cancer survivors.
Our results suggest that simple, 3-step algorithms can identify Medicare claims for screening mammography with very high predictive value in claims samples both with and without linkage to cancer registry data. These algorithms should be useful to researchers designing studies of screening mammography based on Medicare claims.
